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Cette vie est un hbpital ou chaque malade est possede du desird
changer de lit. Celui-a voudrait souffrer en force du pbele, etcelujJ
croit qu'il guerirait a cote de la fenetre.
This life is a hospital where every patient is possessed with thedesir
to change beds; one man would like to suffer in front of the stove
and another believes he would recover his health beside the window
in LeFrom the opening of Anywhere Out Of The World found i
Spleen De Paris (1869) by Charles Baudelaire translated by Michae
Hamburger for Jonathan Cape Presses, London.
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The White Butterfly
by Dalton Trevisan
"She's just about finished. Lung's rotted through."
was too late for an operation or cobalt treatment.
,^hy doesn't she complain?"
^There's no pain or fever.."
rasping for air, the window wide open.
"lust a shred of lung left."
Reproach her because she likes to smoke and, stricken mother,
M one cigarette from another? Always the cough, forcing her to
tdown, twisted over her bed.
51 "| can't sleep, my son. Suffocating, this room has no air."
The young man goes to sleep hearing the little cough which she, in
rder not to disturb him, muffles in her pillow.
"Is it a bad sickness, my son?"
"Mother, what nonsense."
"Why didn't the doctor give me some medicine? All he did was
forbid cigarettes!"
Every week the son demands a new prescription from the doctor.
With vitamins she jumps out of bed, cooks the boy's favorite dish,
goes down to the street for two skeins of blue wool.
"So tired I leaned against the wall."
Knowing what it cost her, a poor widow, to raise a pair of sons,
she was forced to take a taxi. Now she no longer goes out, quiet in
her corner, rolling up thread on a shaky little finger, her mouth wide
open in front of the window.
"Out of breath she could fall," warns the doctor. "Or throw
herself out."
Every night the son gives her an injection. Barely dozing, she feels
heraelf in agony and tears open her nightgown over her gaunt breasts.
She, always nicely plump, coughs and grows thin, her plush slipper
dances on her foot and her wedding ring on her finger.
"What will become of you? Drunk, who will hold your forehead?"
"This injection will make you well."
The last days attended by a pretty young nurse. Not yet fully
awake, another injection to benumb her: she doesn't complain of
pain, just that anxiousness to gulp down all the air.
The boy rushed down the stairs, enters the first bar. Returning, he
;s the dim face of his mother, her mouth sucked in without its
eth, her breath hissing in the pre-dawn. She scarely ever speaks, she
«ses herself and covers her face with the sheet.
If only her heart would fail," whispers the nurse.
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In the middle of the night a scream and his face bathed •
Again the dream in which he enters the elevator and, no mat
hard he pushes the button, the door doesn't close, s tuck6
bottom of the shaft- there, above, his mother's cough, and he
help her.
On his burning forehead, the pitying caress of the girl.
"Sleep with me."
"You've got a fever, Joao."
"Do me a favor. I 'm dying of sadness."
Although she refuses to lie down, he takes her standing up a
the wall. Such great relief, he falls asleep.
Three in the morning he's called by the girl- black foam buh
from the nose of the dying one. Poor mother: too tired to c
eyes open without seeing, convulsions that shake the bed.
A gentle moan, a smile, utter stillness.
"Look, Joao."
In through the window flies a great white butterfly.
translated from the Portugese by Alexis Levitin
Natural Selection
by Anne Tomfohrde
Carson
rob*
crossed herself a last time before gathering the long, black
"wearied hand and carrying herself and cage poisedly out from
the stares of wretched slaves. She took care to close the high
faulted feeling the touch of wise men as she pushed themTr away. She noted the fine, two-dimensional carvings in cherry
1 ny __ wood that had weathered many a torrent while keeping
hjects placid. She ran her fingers along smooth surfaces and let
fall in crevaces and linger over reliefs. Then she ran her hand
oth of the door and ended on the handle of her cage. The cold
.. • .LI i_ *:n:__ ci ff i i_i: 4.
 tdem Td" - . . . . . . , . -^.
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was soothing as the day was stifling. She offered a delicate grasp
1 down the hundred some stone measures of devotion.
1 she thought, not having meant to leave her candle back
the church. But she did not wish to return, so she let it be now. A
m was walking her way and she sought to meet his eyes, wanting
him to be her mirror, for she had not bathed in three days. But he
passed solely and kept to himself, denying her the glance. She hid her
face beneath the quilted hood.
Morning activity had not yet been born, and her bare feet brought
to silence only slaps, like fish-flicks on a wet rock. She had begun her
day well. Her thought was fresh, and new questions lay unprobed — a
heretic who had momentarily stilled her quest in the name of peace.
She glanced down at the mutation in the wire frame. He was quiet,
though wakened by the irregular movement of her walk. Carson had
discovered early that most people didn't notice that one of her
well-shaped, firm and brown legs was shorter than the other. And she
had managed to decrease the effect on her maneuverability. She
could still run.
She laughed when the door came open easily and when the little
bell announced her arrival with more than its usual pontification. Mr.
Hudson smiled through sleep-laden eyes and picked up his voice to
compensate.
"Carson, glad to see you so early this morning. Seems you get
earl ier every day now. Never could get over a woman's will to always
* about somethin1 or other. Now Bessie. There's a lazy one for ya.
^ught a cold and hasn't been the same since poor mutt. But she'll
ton . I expect we won't be seeing you much longer though. When
1 you're headed for Dorinth?"
"I'm not sure really. There are still a few things left to tie u
got to wait until Jacob .. . well until he shapes up some, | SP'
actually hope to leave quite soon — as soon as the apartment'
that is."
"Well we'll miss you, won't we Bessie?" Bessie had hobbl H
over to an already hairy corner and had managed to put the r
her depleted energy into a dramatic and flatulent collapse.
"We won't hear from her for another day or two," nu,
laughed, and he went out back to make some dust fly for break
Carson sat at the oblong front table. No one had ventured in t0*
yet so she took the liberty of making dreams.
There was an old hotel room in Italy where she was raised
> - i* t vn.
couldn't remember the man's name ... It had been strange. Sheh
just been evicted from her apartment, and she was carrying an
wine bottle retrieved from the garbage can back of Lupine's. l tnoC
contained water whose tinge of ferment felt bitter on her toi
But she had stopped to lean on a pipe for a steady drink. A man W|t>
black whiskers and clear blue eyes had run past and had bumped he.
hard 'gainst the bricks of the building wall. The neck had broken
leaving broken teeth and glass in her mouth. He had not stopped
And she had gone to a bar to pick up a man, and she had k^,
him in the hotel room with her bloodied mouth and laid him ontht
bed to savor her passion, and he had gotten up to rinse. But his shin
was still stained and her teeth still fragmented. He was a dentist.
(And then years later when she could smile once more without
gaps, she had seen the blue-eyed, black-whiskered man again, and
they had fallen in love.)
She had been evicted again from her apartment — had no whereto
go but Jacob's because there was no more money, but still she
wondered how he'd take her moving in. It was one thing to eat
cabbage and caviar in the arms of Egypt and dream of love in an
image of free days to come, but it was another to find yourself
breaking cans with someone from whom there is no reality of
romantic release. There was no more the possibility of living and
then letting live.
"Jacob? Jacob, listen. I bought more groceries than we couldeat
in a year, and /'// cook half of it, but I refuse to clean your
underwear or grind your coffee — so don't think it will be any
easier with me here. Things will be a bit more constant, that's all."li
was the only way she could have told him.
Jacob came up the back stairs carrying a load of magazines. H
brown-grey beard and silver grey eyes caught the light and placed)
halo over his tall limber body. Freckles faded into smooth pigment,
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He hadIjght blue work shirt looked unusually pressed. ...
Iv showered. Carson brushed her short, dark hair out of her
°U d tucked in her sweater. Jacob paused on the top step to eye
, a painting this morning, and I deserve the world, so fix
mething and we'll go looking." He wasn't going to make it easy
HPT
"Listen Jake, we've been living this way for a long time and for
nt intervals, but it's never been because we had to. We won't
ou and I, but I work and you work, and jobs have a way of
lives, so I'll take my leave when I feel like it — or when you
like giving it. Pretty good, huh?"
"Yeah, everything's fine. Can you sit awhile for me tonight? I've
two more drawings to do and not enough bodies."
"This town must be getting to know mine awfully well by now. I
n shape-wise it's not all that interesting."
"Yeah, but you're available."
«5o to speak."
At 7:00, they began and at 10:00 Carson was still stiffly posing.
They had not spoken. Finally, she had to stretch.
"How close are you to finishing?"
"Oh don't move! 'Just then, just then, at that moment, I really
needed you to sit — still, really really still, god damn you!"
"Well, up yours then!" She was yelling. "I can't believe. . . I can't
believe you can be that impatient. It's so childish, Jacob, that I
honestly can't deal with it right now. Give me something to rattle."
Jacob handed over her favorite worry beads, and she began shak-
ing them in the characteristic manner he hated, but he remained
silent - silently fuming. In a few moments she had calmed. She
turned to him and began to reach toward his face, but instead of
responding, he caught the movement on canvas.
After three weeks, she had sat for him fifteen times for three-hour
periods. Eleven of those had ended in argument. What's more, Carson
kept feeling that it had all been done before. She knew Jacob no
better than prior to the new arrangement, and she certainly in no
way felt closer — but infinitely more estranged. She decided that
either she had exhausted him, or he had settled with the character he
had spent twenty-eight years creating and, like a painting, had been
hung on the wall to be sold "as is". If that were the case, she wasn't
interested. There was too much left unsaid. Too much easiness and
DO confrontations which allow people to get into each other. He
hadn't opened, but then, admittedly, she'd never knocked.
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She watched him paint a wood beam in intricate detail
and asked him if he ever had considered spending that rnu
being precise with himself. Pamela had commented many t
how gifted Jacob was, how sensitive, gentle, and wise, how dif
individualistic, caring. And Carson had agreed. Of course she H'
was all those things. But he himself was not an interesting n(
spend any length of time with. A horrible admission about a
u|d have supposed him dead. But the bird was thoughtful and
'nt and as faithful as a chained animal can be. For the most
^'te annoyed her. He was an albatross, a nuisance that drove her
the neighbor for his indignance, for surely he had found a
art rid of the thing — he had found a heart that could not
'nhir
but nonetheless true. He was good, but only in that he was g''"
things - good at painting, good at being nice, good at beinp°
good at loving, but he wasn't good at being. She never saw
that enthusiasm that comes when you're at one with your role in
She never saw fascination and wonder and liveliness. He
drenched in passivity. His beard wreaked of it, his clothes wreake
it, his face wreaked of it. He was too pretty, too contrivedly c;
Everything about him spoke for itself — there was no need for h
extend new images or find the image within himself. It rose to
surface like chilled fat in gravy that turned out to be bouillon.
Carson came home after she'd finished a table one day and four
a note in the key hole. It was from the neighbor -- the n
downstairs, the man with softness and hardness, and knobby knee
and curled ears, and eyebrows that copulated on the bridge of hi
nose. He always smelt of campfire and wore grey flannel and si
shirts. Smoked a pipe and grass on alternate Wednesdays, and hehac
a penchant for nude statues. Sometimes he wore huge, baggy pants
and sometimes very tight jeans. His hair was frizzy on occasion, with
flighty wisps doing a soft-shoe behind his ears on windy days. He had
very clear, tight skin — eternally toned — and he wore a tie so that it
streamed down his backbone. He sniffled continuously at night -
they could hear him through skinny walls — but he had a way with
him that brought all sounds to the ear of the curious. Always with 2
book, always with a hand — which was just what Carson needed one
day when she fell across his mat. Sometimes her leg met its match
better than others. He had picked her up oh so softly, and she had
remembered what it was like to be Italian — to speak through large
eyes and be described as intricate and serene and strong sometimes,
and stubborn, loud, and mouthy when called for. He gave her two
things at their first meeting and said only one. He gave a key thai
duplicated the one settling into darkened chest hairs, and a cage
housing a mutated bird. He said: "Carry the bird with you until you
understand its value."
Carson found the bird ugly at first glance, ugly and boring in day
to come. He did nothing but sit, contented in his immobili ty,
neither sang nor complained and, indeed, were it not for his blin
*aV11
, tnen, after time and subsequent fantasies, she found that she
nly could not ki l l , but she could not hate. She also discovered
-- *ko -^ath nf her being. She was neutral when
"pl  l   i l l ,  n  iu uui u i*,. ^
neutrality was the de  o   .    
13 a for Jacob, she was neutral when crossing herself under domes,
was neutral when doing anything that caused her numbness. She
E d ultimately that she loved.[Iti n  u
rhe note was not what she had expected in return for her
^ound effulgence. It read:
You have fulfilled yourself well, puppy, but you never quite
discovered me — though you loved. Not enough. But I have not
left empty-handed. The Neighbor — Kimball
Scrawled beneath the scraggly signature were words that brought to
flind the Alamo -
Remember the bird.
The bird! My god, she left the bird at Hudson's how long ago?
W e e k s . . . weeks ago. How could she have forgotten? How could she
forget a living animal? She tore out the door and into Hudson's,
breathing hard and speaking restlessly.
"Mr. Hudson, please . . . I've lost my bird. I left it. Here. Do
you remember?"
"Carson, dear girl, where have you been keeping yourself? I've
pretty near gone broke these days without your . . . "
"Been busy. But the bird? It's important, you see, that I find it."
"Yes, well how could you lose a bird? Oh, was it a stuffed bird?"
"No, a bird, a real bird that flies and chirps and ... Well no, it
doesn't, but I'm sure it could ... Anyway, that's not important—it's
abird."
"Now Carson, if he can't fly and he can't sing, it seems to me you
can go buy yourself one that does."
"No because this bird's different—he's a mutation, you see, and
teides that, he was given to me."
"Well you seem to think he's special but not enough so to watch
»fter him, is that right?"
"It was an oversight. I'd forgotten that I'd taken him with me,
that's all."
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"A three-week oversight. Hm. I'd have that checked
They were both silent for quite awhile as Hudson watched h
Finally he spoke.
"Yes Carson, I found your bird."
"Do you have him? But you said ... I mean you certainlv •
... Mr. Hudson, I'm not sure what you're trying to pro
definitely don't like it."
"I thought you had a lesson to learn. Your bird is rather
able. You didn't know that, did you? I've noticed that bird'
when you first brought him around here."
"In what way remarkable?"
"He listens. All day long he watches and listens, and of all
customers, I sense now which are my friends. He is gentle tow
me and those who like me. You must take care to notice tt
things. You'll be better off. I afterall am richer for it—I know '
takes from me. Now here he is—take him and don't dare to leav
again because I'm too fond of him to let you take him from
second time."
Carson pulled herself out of the glaze when Hudson returned fr
the kitchen.
"Okay, overcooked the eggs a bit, but there's plenty more wher
those came from—on the house." Hudson put the plate solidly on th
table and went to chop liver. Carson sighed and stared out tl
window while she ate. Occasionally someone would peer in and she'c
stop chewing, hunting for something to read.
"Everything okay? Want some more?"
"No, I'm fine. Thank you Mr. Hudson. Um—Jacob will be in this
afternoon. Do you think—" She took her hood down and tried to
stand a little taller. "Do you think he could pay then?" Hudsor
looked at her with kind, Irish eyes and ran his hands along his round
aproned sides. She lowered her head some and spoke more gently.
"Just now, I haven't much money."
"How much is not much?"
Her head reperched. "Well ... I mean I can get some soon. I
haven't got it with me just now."
"I see, Well, certainly Jacob can pay me, you know that."
"Yes, I suppose so. Thank you Mr. Hudson. I'll see you tomor
row."
"And Jacob this afternoon. Yes, now be off with you." Hudson
winked and turned away to make her leaving comfortable. But on
second thought, he remained at the window and watched after her.
She could see the light reflected off his bald head, its flash as he
rubbed it. She turned off the street early.
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unded down an alley, alternately running hard and then
long, her robe catching her heels and making pants around
WPP'"^ Some ways away but in hearing distance, a bulldozer was
its contents on a large hole in the ground. Carson was
H that some other ways away, human hands were making the
ffort She switched her course, hoping she'd get there before
shovelful came down on Mother Earth's surface.
] were many people—more than she would have imagined for
lonely man. And he was very peculiar. He had left no mark
1 ahe world, but she liked him. His death, though quite sudden,
t been in the least horrible. Just a quiet melting of gas into
' still sort of creeping circulation of chemicals that brought the
'"/through gradual decreasing levels of consciousness—much like
{diffusion she was feeling now.
'\ign at the cemetery entrance— probably donated by the
men of the afterlife society — read: "Bury What's Passed." Bury
at's passed. Bury what's past, she thought. Interrupt the con-
uurn with ceremony. No, she had not forgotten him. She would
t forget him. He had widened her conception of normalcy because
,e had rationalized his oddness. His oddness became part of the
world's diversity — so fortunate she was to have known him. If she
cried now, it was only because she would have to learn from others
what he could have told her in a different way. She would not lose
what he had given. She would lose the nude relic from Istanbul, and
the brass she wore at her neck. She would not clutch them so that
afterwards, she might mourn their loss.
The woman next to her with red curls and pink lips clutched her
perfumed handkerchief and slipped glances through the clustered
mourners to see if her production was in review. But Mr. Kimball
saw. Mr. Kimball, as he lay, was enough audience for that group.
Blue eyes showing the kind of day and dulled pallor showing its life.
They had shaved his black beard, had taken his key and combed his
hair - to be remembered by everyone so as not to offend anyone. He
knew they would come, but had someone known she had been to
church? Carson laughed at self-contradictions — in her, around her.
There were flowers and light, sweet smells and birds. For Mr.
Kimball? No, for me, she thought. For me, because now I can look at
this man and not be offended by the beauty that surrounds him. I
will not be offended because there is nothing macabre in the flowers
or the birds. Carson turned to the woman next to her and whispered
in her ear something gentle because it was not fair that she laugh
with newfound revelation. She spoke gently, prophetically, and said,
"You are beautiful, young lady, and everything morbid is within.
13
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Don't harbor this man's death, for it will dwell a long
. ._,. i> oyou.
She left the scene intact, though altered in her mind Sh
that all things given would die, that memories would grow
that bodies would decay, but never would the change effect J
life be retracted, and never could she lose its continued influ
the way she would affect others. All things given are lost
internalized. Ideas are inert unless related to oneself and the
on, and interactions are meaningless unless based on the e
whose expressions live on past their products. What an artist
not his paintings but his authenticity — and authenticity is jney't
active by nature.
She had taken advantage of a man once, and he had left her a
was. She had found his capacity and had gained more than
teeth. She thought of Hudson and the bird and of the art of |jsten
and she knew that she had seen the value of the mutation -
universality. No one who finds himself and seeks relations with
selves of others leaves the world unchanged.
Carson left the cage in the cemetery with its door ajar. She knew it
was the only thing about the neighbor's death he would have lj|«
Stuck a Feather in His Cap .
(for Boo)
by Tim Cockey
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f It guilty so they showed me everything. They made me feel
• a They wanted me to know everything. Good God, who
everything?took me for walks when I was young. We lived in the
I learned the trees. I knew the fields. I could smell the
''^ Iodine that. Smelling a wheat field. I felt it too. The wheat
1 U«« *UQ u/hrikat
":'.
'" Imagine tnai. a cuing « „..— . .
d against mv arm ''^e featners- ' even knew when the wheat
5 dy for the harvest. It felt a little tougher than usual. It felt
arse hairs, like what I would imagine the hair of a wild boar
feel like. I've never felt a wild boar before. I learned about
oars from Rudyard Kipling stories that they used to read to
' They read me a lot of stories. I know a lot of stories.
eThey liked to treat me like I was special.
"Oh Terry, it's time for Martha to get her first milking. Don't you
»antto give her her first milking?"
"Listen, child, to the radio. This is the famous movement that
nspired Churchill and his countrymen. It's Beethoven. Don't you
#antto listen to it? You can appreciate it."
"This is a rose. You know it's a rose, don't you?.
I had a large family. I don't mean just uncles and cousins, but
immediate family. I had four brothers and three sisters. Farm fami-
lies tend to be large. A large family makes for that great thing they
taught me in school: division of labor. The more people you have,
the more things you can get done. Everybody has their purpose.
That's what they kept telling me.
I was the youngest in the family and Sarah came right before me. I
used to pretend we were twins. The fact that we didn't look the same
never occurred to me. My parents were always a little ashamed of
Sarah. She was kind of a skinny kid who never did get the strength,
or maybe the stamina, to do any amount of work for very long.
Sarah got sick a lot. I always knew when she was coming down with
something. I could tell when she'd kiss me goodnight. Something
about her voice, her breathing, her words, told me Sarah was going to
« taken sick again in the morning. It used to really bother my
parents when Sarah got sick like that. It meant that they had to look
after her and feed her the right foods. They had to read her stories
d tell her to keep the window closed to avoid drafts. It's difficult
for farm people to take the time to look after someone like that. In
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is very long.the back of their minds, they resent it. My folksbeing sickly, for being what they considered an im
always careful never to let me feel any resentment ^  r, now The leaves are orange.'
tend to hide it from Sarah too much. Z&W" n
I remember a night when Sarah came into mv r iuh"' to tell me the grass is long. I can feel that myself. And
goodnight, and I could feel tears on her face I t jo one h*8 " h t autumn smells like by now.
feeling sick. At the breakf; ' *?ew she'd, ,inly *n°Wc*S, knew how to take me for walks. I thmk she
r ace jo
f li  i . t t  r fast table the next m >l  k v Sarah k   t  t   f r lks t
a^
. ,.^u i-uu.it me ncxi morning she w ""
bathrobe and spoke almost in whispers. My brothers cam
milking the cows and were washing up. My two other sis
helping mother with breakfast. Pancakes. I was sitting at
with Sarah and she started to pour milk in my cereal bowl
"Sarah!" my mother turned around from the stove. "7-
pour his own milk. He's perfectly able. Stop pampering him!"
Sarah continued pouring. She turned to me and whispered "v
don't mind, do you Terry?"
I couldn't even answer before Mother suddenly slapped at
hand with the spatula.
"You listen to me when I'm talking, girl! I said he can f
own milk just as well as you can. Maybe even better, dammit!"
She swatted with the spatula again and knocked over my cer
bowl. The corn flakes and milk fell into my lap. The surprise o
scared me and when I heard the milk jug smashed against the floor
started to cry. Mother kept yelling at Sarah about how I could m
perfectly good care of myself.
"You're the invalid around here," she yelled, "not him! Look a'
you, runnin' around here in your bathrobe while everyone elsegf
up and works. If that boy just had your eyes he'd do us twice a
much good around here as you do!"
Then someone hugged me violently. It surprised me and I didn1:
know who it was until I felt more tears on my check. Mother hit he-
again with the spatula and Sarah ran out of the kitchen. I was lee
upstairs and given a bath. Lying buoyant in a hot tub of water i;
something the doctors suggested for me when I got upset or con-
fused. It usually worked.
Sarah took me for a walk later that day. She held my hand an:
took me through the wheat field and into the forest that borderec
our property. I always enjoyed my walks with Sarah. She didn't
babble all the time. Most people feel some sort of responsibility to
me and are always telling me every little thing that I can't see. h
they always end their descriptions by asking me if I understand.!
whole walk turns into:
"There is a cow."
"Yes."
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thmk she
ple ° uall asked me where I5herPe°ple  p|ace Big deal. Sarah us lly   r  I
Should walk. She even let me run in the fields where I
I myself when I fell. Mother didn't like that and told
tty [jiavv,. -.0
we s  
'• '-'-• ' • ' -- *!—* ^nj t^\A
ijn't hurt ...,--
Ot to let me do it, but Sarah knew better.
h held my hand all the way through the field. We didn't talk
what had happened at breakfast. Sarah spoke softly while we
ked( talked almost as it I wasn't there.
' sun g0es down early these days. It's cold. I think we'll have a
f snow this winter. There should be a lot of snow. It will be very
» everywhere. You'll need new boots. Mother will buy you new
H
/e reached the forest and picked our way through it slowly. I felt
, closeness of the trees and the leaves that had started to fall
ilready. I fe't good. Sarah's hand suddenly tightened on mine and
she said,
"You don't even know what snow looks like.", and then she let go
of my hand and started to run farther into the woods. I heard the
snapping of branches under her feet and a little cry when she fell
down once. Then she was gone. The wind picked up.
jimmy found me walking in the field and took me back to the
house. I was crying but I wouldn't let him carry me. Everybody
crowded around and asked me questions all at once. Nobody was so
much worried about Sarah as they were mad at her for leaving me
out in the woods. Mother held me close to her and swore at Sarah.
My father kept going outside and coming back in again. We have a
screen door that slams loudly. I don't know what he was doing. The
sheriff came and I was taken upstairs for a hot bath.
I had a fever for the next few days. Mother read me stories and
everybody came into my room a lot to tell me what they had done
that day. Sarah came home after about three days. Everybody yelled
it her and tried to make her apologize to me. I tried to tell them that
was nothing to apologize for, but they just patted my head and
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didn't listen. Sarah came over to my bed and took my u
fingers were freezing. I started to speak but she said, 1ar
"Shut up!"
Father took her out of the room. My mother took my
ture then said "Goodnight." I cried for awhile until I fell asi
Sarah was lying next to me stroking my forehead when I
Her tears were hot. She had a fever. She was muttering,
"Snow is very ugly, Terry. It's very ugly."
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AN ACT OF VIOLENCE
by William McNaughton
ewitness accounts, memoirs, journals, diaries, contempor-
Using6^ ^e author is working on a "fictionalized history" of the
Devolution 1926-1949 -work which a friend calls "this
rhatever, a condensation." The piece below is an excerpt.
''evolution is not
ret;ng friends in for dinner
"'writing essayspainting paintings
doing fancy needlework. It cannot be
)0lished and refined, so gentle and so kind,
| delicate and elegant, so affable and
^comfortable.
A revolution is an insurrection —
an act of violence
•„ which one social class overthrows another.
- Mao Tse-tung
"More for a Northerner"
On the eleventh of August, 1945, the Japanese surrendered. That
afternoon Kuo Shen and his unit spent several hours in a pitched
battle against Kuomintang forces. Fought along the road outside a
Hunan villages called South Bend, the battle broke off late in the
afternoon, and Kuo and his unit pulled back a little to get themselves
together and to prepare for what might happen next.
Early in the evening bad news came through. Kuomintang troops
had persuaded the defeated Japanese forces in the area to join with
them and to wipe out the Red Army forces.
From then on it was just like the old days: fight every day, march
every day, never a day of rest. It was the hottest time of the year.
There were hard rains all the time, and neither Kuo and his unit nor
the other Red Army units in the area had any food supplies. They
weren't even able to scare up food off the land. At night they
camped in the open — "in the dew," as the saying has it.
It soon became clear that they were really outgunned. Under
Hsueh Yuen and Yu Han-mou were seven armies — more than twenty
divisions - and they were able to seal off every road, big and small,
' the area. The Red Army decided, as they had done so many times
<nce 1927, to move up into the mountains.
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When Kuo heard about this decision, his malaria was
him again, and his toes were cracked and sore. ir*'ig
On the twentieth of August, they passed Ssu-tu and
Eight-sided Mountain, where they discovered that thev
rounded by enemy troops.
Immediately they began making preparations to break
isn't going to be easy. The first thing they did was to burn
and documents.
e
'•.
dark they started out. There was a thick haze, and the
iVhen il ? A the moon to several times its usual size. Along a
i"agnl]'the men moved, into thick forests and out of them, past
../ road ti , - , 4.u:r|, fnrpctc And as thev walked
wasn
papers
O
i a l l
It was raining. Kuo Shen and several of his ^
. severa o is men were <:!**• file pce
edge of a paddy halfway up the mountainside. They we K, "*° rePeated to.
small r with your un.
„ road tne ^ ^ ^ jnto thjck forests And as they wa|ked
tain,P!tPlves ready for the fight that lay ahead.
!°ttheamt the head of the file said:
* wjth your unit, you can fight your way out!
f y°U behind him repeated the words, and then the third man
vked the words up, and so they would be passed back to
^toH tr> thp Harknpiss behind him:
u  01  aa  n ir   t  t i  . v \vPr0 - 6 et man, wno ic^' ~ Li *i
s all group, back to back, umbrella against umbrella ThV'"^ 5you stay ith your it, you can f.ght your way out!
down hard, sounding on the umbrellas: deek deek dood Then thp first ma"
Chen came up to the group. He was barefooted.
Wang had been commander of the 359th Brigade
niit^i Arrv»w ^f \l-> r-i»-. I../-,« A,.*.: 4.1 \\i
VOU 3"* 7 • . ,
the first man said
r ,ose and fight hard to get out!
°cond man picked it up, and these words, too, were passed
- . -„ „ v .*• iv«*/i vi 1,1 iv ~>*j j \,\\i igdUC of th £ A nf the f lie
Route Army at Nanniwan during the War against Japan His 'tte group marched. Sometimes they would be going up a
had travelled throughout the Red Army, and though Kuo then they would be going down
a SHH1S2IHSsong from "The Three Main Rules of D scipline and the Eil? ng beside it. Eventually they came out on a farmstead. One of
for Attention": JT* en recognized it as Hsueh Yueh's old nest. The farm was m a
- . 1 L:II, ~~A Uirrl-ior rxstiUc ricina pvprvwhfire aroun
., little valley
t you want to wage a war well,
if you want to wage and win a war, says
Wang Chen,
you should be able not only to out think,
out plan, out maneuver,
and to out fight your enemy.
You should also compare yourself to your
enemy in these things:
can you out run him?
can you out suffer him?
You must excel your enemy
in these things, too.
—0 in
levancy, with hills and higher peaks rising everywhere around it.
The Red Army leaders guessed right: it was here that the Nation-
Jists and Japanese would try to trap them and to wipe them out.
•tere they fought most of the day against a combined force of
itionalist and Japanese troops armed with machineguns and artil-
y. In the afternoon one Red unit broke through the encirclement,
id then the other units were able to come through after it. But the
Nationalists and Japanese pursued them hard, and the Red Army
units began a series of forced marches that lasted over several days.
One day at Pai-shun they took a little time to rest and some of his
men sat down at the edge of a bamboo grove on a mountainside.
They could look down and see a thin river winding through the land
below, and the land looked peaceful and benevolent.
- Do you think there's any KMT or Japs around here? asked Miao
Hung-tsan.
- We have to assume so, Kuo replied. It's safer if we do. Anyway,
icie piuuduiy die.
- They say that the KMT troops get a reward if they capture one
Coming up to the group sitting in the rain, Wang said: I there probably are.
- Things are not so good, are they? Been several days since weha; 
any food or any good sleep. You're tired, and I'm tired. We ought tc j of us, said Hou Ksueh-shih.
rest. _ |t's true, said Juo. If the prisoner is north Chinese, his captor
gets ten-thousand yuan. If he's a south Chinese, the bounty is five
thousand yuan. A communist cadre will bring fifteen thou.
-If you turn yourself in, will they give you the reward? asked
31,
We ought to rest, but unfortunately we cannot make thatdecisio
by ourselves. The enemy has his say, too. We have got togetoutof
here tonight.
20
Hung-tsan.
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— I wonder
Hsueh-shih.
if it's in KMT yuan, or in hard money 7
- I don't think it probably does much good, said i •
them money for fighting well!
- Right, said Miao. Look at the way we're paid anH i
way we fight.
The men laughed. A flock of sparrows flew up and la
little bush at the edge of the bamboo grove. They |O0k
instant at the men sitting there, and then they darted away
Chen Hsiu-chi, in his sharp northern accent, said:
I wonder why they pay more for a northerner. ... w
— It's because vour northerner runs factor C?;A HA:.
'g JtO-~-
- I think it's a good sign, said Kuo. It means to me that tl can see clearly no farther
jst be at the end of its tether. our nands can touch"*
wind had arrived late, as it was the last day of school for
ipr -'- third grade class. The soon to be summer sun shone
as children ran around the small classroom,
with the breeze, as Jimmy, the
Shall We Now Praise Famous Men?
by Lawrence Weber
•acted sours the brain.
ntasY ujj^ sprQUt nke mushrooms on the chin of the morning.
ied:n'tnbe totally rational
mu
-Could this kind of thing happen in a classless societ
Hou Ksueh-chih.
- No, replied Kuo
- In a classless society, said Miao, every rebel prisoner
worth as much as every other rebel prisoner.
- I think a working class rebel
bourgeois rebel, said Hou.
Would b.
will be worth more than
' ,
^ Pederasts
trough the dirty
of oil soap circledsmell l  w , ,
todian, had been in before lunch hour to wash out the lockers, sol/V I V/l \ I U I IW I I IIVM. -_ ,. . _ _
£U>L^W"—" 'hev could be used to store books for the summer. Ms. Pederast had
-There won't be any rebels in a classless ut on the Beatle's Magical Mystery Tour before she left for a few
L'"-rhi minutes. The desks were not straight, and the bulletin boards were
half bare. Gwendolyn stood near the radiator, where the globe was
sitting, she was spinning it quickly, dragging her finger along the
middle hoping it would stop at a great location for her to live out the
rest of her life.
Gwendolyn had on a grey and blue plaid dress that began or ended
just above her scraped knees. Baggy navy blue socks and scuffed
patent leather shoes completed her apparel. Her hair was soft, an
auburn that would surely darken with age. It was long, but always
pulled back, and more than likely braided, with pink barrettes, that
looked like smashed ribbons, somewhere on the side of her head. Her
face was clean, and she had tiny wrinkles stemming out of the corner
of her mouth that gave her an appearance of being on the verge of
J for games in gym class. Her
Hsiu-chi.
- There will always be rebels, said Miao.
- Maybe rebel-catchers will be paid by the hour, said Kuo.
That isn't what we learned in political school, said HouHsur
shih. In Russia they pay you by the piece, not by the hour.
Farther down the mountain, in the direction from which theyha;
come, the men heard shots - farther off, then drawing nearer.
— Here they come, said Hou.
- Looking for their ten thousand yuan, said Miao.
- You southerners guard the rear, said Chen Hsiu-chi. They won':
chase you as hard.
Holding their rifles in their hands, and bending low as the,
toward
Their rest had lasted not quite half an hour.
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t_f— -
once painted the picture of a funeral that caused a conference
between Gwendolyn's mother and her teacher. Her blue and white
Schwinn bike had a shakey basket and a piece of white athletic tape
with her name in magic marker stuck to its handle bar.
The music was pleasant to Gwendolyn, as fool on the hill belted a
circular rythm. She felt light headed and happy. She began twirling
and twirling, her dress throwing itself open as a flower, she twirled
23
and whirled and her feet moved in circles on the tile fi
body began bobbing up and down slowly as she contin
and laughter from the air about her as she pirouetted
bobbing and twirling the plaids meshing as watercolo
swirling her braid following like a tail, open and rnovi
stopping.
Timmy and Bobby began louder laughter at contirm
Gwendolyn's panties. So white and tiny. And Timmy a'
laughed, and pointed, and other boys laughed as G
clutched the sides of her dress and lifted it high and con
dance and twirl and bob. And the boys laughed harder a
and Bobby pointed and laughed harder, as someone turned th
louder, and Gwendolyn was stepping proud, holding tight! C
sides of her dress, close to a waltz, bobbing partnerless aboi
and turns and ups and downs, smiling and moving. And laugh
points and Timmy and Bobby.
"And whats going on in this room?", shouted a stern Ms. petj(
"Please return to your seats. . . Timothy, Bobby, and Gwen
Carter, please sit down. Now just what was going on?" She conti
as Timmy blurted out,
"Gwendolyn Carter was showing off her panties."
Gwendolyn was looking down at her folded hands
twitching her head to the left.
"Why Gwendolyn Carter I'm ashamed of you."
Ms. Pederast looked away, and Gwendolyn continued crying
class was laughing. The final bell rang, resounding like a judge'sga
Ms. Pederast sat watching the children leave.
*Marge Piercy, 'Song of a Fucked Duck' from the poetry anthol
No More Masks.
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Wake Pebble
Your mouth
makes me dream of families,
of shovels, of glinting metal
on limestone, on sweat.
Plantings of Hopewells
quake in slow growth;
finger-sift dirt
receding as rest
not given me.
Lake after ice-crack,
trembles with white fall,
brimful offish in tremor.
Your mouth,
a hole letting light inside.
You could have been turning
in my sleep, garden
or grave.
Dawn by Lenore Mayhew
26
IP*1bble
well,
^ sharp path
Of his descent
closes over
like this:
the big circles in the water disappear
shimmer at the edge of the water disappears.
Now
we
see
clearly
all
the
way
down
a stone
shining among the stars.
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Bien: yo respeto. .
Bien: yo respeto
a mi modo brutal, un modo manso
para los infelices e implacable
con los que el hambre y el dolor desdenan,
y el sublime trabajo, yo respeto
la arruga, el callo, la joroba, la hosca
y flaca palidez de los que sufren.
Respeto a lo infeliz mujer de Italia,
pura como su cielo, que en la esquina
de la casa sin sol donde devoro
mis ansias de belleza, vende humilde
pinas dulces y palidas manzanas.
Respeto al buen frances, bravo, robusto,
rojo como su vino, que con luces
de bandera en los ojos, pasa en busca
de pan y gloria al Istmo* donde muere.
From (Floras del destierro
(1882-1891), 1933
(Flores del destierro means
Flowers in exile; 1 st pub. 1882.)
*"lstmo" is a reference to the Panama canal.
Yes: I Respect
28
by Jose Marti'
-
in
^C'brutal way, a meek way
Sappy ^d unappeased
I* ";d by hunger and pain,
/heir sublime work,
lfespe H the callus, the hunched back, the frown
.paleness of those that suffer.
' t h e unhappy woman from Italy
|reSP|ekethesky, who, on the corner
• 5 house where I devour
for beauty, humbly sells
Tpinecones, pale apples.
t the eood frenchman, brave, robust,
rf,Pkee his wine, who with the light
Banners in his eyes, passes in search
[bread and glory to the Isthmus where he dies.
translated from Spanish by Joan Straub
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Nursing Home
°V Mary ,
I went downtown
when the late summer sun, barely had breath
to smooth its tongue across the sky —
curl one circle in the midday throng,
which I watched as I sat on the bench.
To sit and follow the soon Septembered streets,
with eyes that pick on half-dead wasps
that struggle in defeat
is to be pinned by the visions and decisions
of a long afternoon;
squeezed into revisions of the past.
The rehearsals in daydreams, hours of sleep
now offer your face to the strangers you meet,
merciless, assuming.
For to go downtown is to meet
old lovers afraid of their reflections in your eyes,
who never realize that there are still questions -
as you pass with a smile;
Old men, lonely for your youth
who are now more frail than they seemed before,
share your bench —
prophesizing for your life in graveled whispers
and half-spent wisdoms, hoping for your reflections in their eyes
Distraught men that fix on prettied faces
hunger in the doorway, knowing your bareness,
hoping such a nakedness will fall upon their smoke scent and tor
cottons.
And there are the children, who will in years see the
pain and the fears in the smiles,
the eyes of love and loneliness,
but for now they only share my bench
thinking I am as they are —
caught in their stare
we become caressed by visions.
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by Tim Cockey
husbands
sputters
, urns
her
his head,
lating babysitter's pay.
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Maia
From the pavement,
I used to scramble my way
up his smooth body,
my toes curling
and my arms clinging,
until I reached
his coppered shoulders,
their width
as great as my length.
His nose had been worn
from snow and rain
and children's hands
eager to twink the beak
of Hans Christian Anderson.
It shone of brass and dreams.
I thought it was sunburn.
I used to wrap my palms
around his bald head,
smooth and cool
in misty park mornings.
And like a gypsy,
I would read my future,
The day when I too would be Maia,
instead of Thumbelina.
bV Bet,
' 'vs.
by Loranna Franz
t Of monkey bar,
Ot stopped hanging
''installation-
•<e ered red,
FJ£« ""..:„„ m Chito ina -
you looked like
ced around you
Rosebuds for nipples,
e Ring in my nose-
;v0tic but no erection.
,ir knees mated with steel,
urgeon packed away prying tools
55 recommended a lawyer;
gut | decided
To bronze you
For the Ladies Club
uwn Exhibition.
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Momento Num Cafe
by M
Quando o enterro passou
Os homens que se achavam no cafe
Tiraram o chape'u maquinalmente
Saudavam o morto distraidos
Estavam todos voltados para a vida
Absortos na vida
Confiantes na vida.
Dm no entanto se descobriu num gesto largo e
demoradoplhando o esquife longamente
Este sabia que a vida e uma agitacao feroz e sem
finalidadeQue a vida e traicao
E saudava a materia que passava
Liberia para sempre da alma extinta.
S
Moment in a Cafe
by Manuel Bandeira
L'hefUnera'afeaSSed
^en in ^ ^ s^echanically
5**^ nnTabsent-mindedly
towards life
Covered his head with a slow and sweeping motion
|<i°e '.^"turmoil, ferocious and purposeless,
H the material that was passing
,oted from the Portoguese by Alexis Lev/tin
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Pleiades
I. Turmoiled sky,
sparrow spattered,
each bare tree screeching distance.
I hate the fear we have of touch.
We lie
between this half-light
and dark, muffled,
ears full of rust,
ring binding
earth to sky by horizon.
Your eyes as close
and far as a child's
making braid, standing
behind me in three strands.
O, the wings you reclaim,
as if you had land to cross;
these trees the vessels,
these birds the sound.
The waste of my love pours down
voices rain.
We are the width of a wingspan,
dipping eyelids,
watching each lightline
dissolve into night.
II. Eye of a fawn, your darkness
deep as the forest you blink in,
forest of manequins
looming behind you like signs.
My toes are small stones
marking this edge: each pine tree,
the spine leaning in me: and you
a country far-off as sleep.
Woods were an ocean
or eye with visions of white ships
white faces, breath-rising constellation.
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nkleslikeskirts'
at y°urfy0ur feet, your wrists;
-^gl!;ne°the space
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by Sharon Singleton
«How there is a place you go,
L pass slow, don't the nights pass slow.'"
' thetim passdon't t t i
pr the filmy eye of a
I00n I was exploding
'*tingm^at screeched
'Cdsinthecurtainlessroom.
taking that last
into sleep, the tidesm
breath rising and falling
. ing the sweet dampness of
*r body for the air.
our feet, the heavy, ancient clock
iHed night like bread
£ to the beaks of frenzied birds,
louring it with shrieks
and a chaos of wings.
I heard them till dawn
when the room recovered
its silence and a dead grey
light approached from across the lake.
The clouds hung upon themselves
and the trees emptied out onto the shore.
You lay owing your sleep,
as a cat owns sleep, the soundless
October morning obliging you. And I
waited on the still ladder of my bones
for you, rolled in soft limbs
to replace the empty air with a sound.
*Mike Jagger and Keith Richard from Moonlight Mile.
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Travel
Head sunk in blue ocean
Feet stretched to mountains never stepped on
My stomach is the grain belt fat-fed
Head over heels
Soft sift makes trees fall from leaves
Big Ben strikes autumn through windows
I see leaves
Fall softly bruising my heart
Snug in Ohio fields.
Hands reach one sand grain finding you
Bloated with desert-scorching summer
Feet too near to escape press of heat waves
Too far to grasp California gold
Hands over head
I drop you in salty seas
Still unquenching distance and time
Sand is not grain to f i l l empty aches
Feet carry me slenderly away.
Leaves fall to trees and hold you above
Laughing
I reach you and tumble my feet
Root to green skies
Upside down we are together
But I stretch higher to be fu l l
Falling head crashes on cement.
On this sidewalk
My feet are death.
by Libbv by Jose Pretlow
lhe
Behind my typewriter
i g parenthesis
d your nipples
$ -d pushed
npd screwed you
fhe cylinder
tched you move outside of the margins
'amy message
^ out of my work, please
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"Melancolia"
Hermano, t'u que tienes la luz, dime la mia.
Soy como un ciego. Voy sin rumbo y ando a tientas.
Voy bajo tempestades y tormentas
ciego de ensueno y loco de armonia.
Ese es mi mal. Sonar. La poesia
es la camisa fe'rrea de mil puntas cruentas
que llevo sobre el alma. Las espinas sangrientas
dejan caer las gotas de mi melancolia.
Y asi voy, ciego y loco, por este mundo amargo;
aveces me parece que el camino es muy largo,
y a veces que es muy corto ...
Y en este titubeo de aliento y agonla,
cargo lleno de penas lo que apenas soporto.
No oyes caer las gotas de mi melancolla?
'Melancholy"
by Ruben Dario
vou have the light, give me mine.
r> y ..the  ouke a blind man, groping my way without course.
der storms and tempests
hv illusion, maddened by harmony.hlindea DY
r»
my illness; to dream. Poetry
ferrous shirt of a thousand cruel points
my soul. From the bloodstained thorns the drops of my
fall.
.n I eo blind and demented, through this bitter world;And SC* I o * , .
times it seems the road is very long,
Jnd at times so very short...
tod in this wavering of animation and agony,
I bear, charged with grief, what I scarcely support.
Qn you hear the drops of my melancholy falling?
Cantos devidayesperanza, (Cantos of life and hope> 1905.) ! mnslatea from the Spanish by Joan Straub
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Lake Shore Drive
The city towers
push past the stars,
crowding each other
in a thirst
for light.
Pillars
of salt and stone:
a black monolith
crosses itself;
a white block
stands phallic
unsteady.
They vie for the title of tallest.
Highway magnets
shift lanes
like Dodgem Cars.
Sportscar glides by,
drawing complaints
of screeching brakes
and horn cries.
Bits of fur and rubber
cheer from the sidelines.
Mag wheels
compete for position.
In the lake,
unbundled sail boats
rock with the water
talking in small groups.
Their wooden masts reach up
carrying water to Polaris.
bV Alison
Repudiation
lted takers; a rusty old youth,
torched elder,j, >"5?
by Tona Dickerson
with those same hollow words!
It Sold me
Tryinf8rom kiss to kiss
eh leaves me in the VICE
44
Ah but sweet ignorance;
,.m feline; walking away
I am breaking your heart
ctiii you're breaking my life.
(baby boy? Y'ttle man?)
The black rose is me
Tainted and revealing
in my heavenly sin.
Oh one woman man!
Heed this one nite woman,
You can never buy
You can never win
A daughter of the Nile.
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Auvers1889
by Dawn Patnode
ings will be rooted inside her.
Ue rings of territory
d dorward, marking
f n«*t.
• a sky g|assy tone'
'"settled concrete on stairs,
Jight seeps at corners.
curls-in twice, tolls starlings
nds in one turn, brushstroke.
J, dares blue, stands late in a field
2ef clatter of crows,
fch painting feathers
-cluttering wings, rising
^e in his throat, black
Cering fence of his ribs
filed with tides
doming his one eye.
gtflt forward, star navigator,
«ir sextant brush sets waves
Dcourses at lightcrest, hung still,
yass before breeze, rising evening.
find waves crack, sift back
apole of horizon. Bleu
jpresou avant la fuite.
Fieges lustres bleu-noirs.
Dark raising. Night breath crowding.
Eleni Vakalo, "The Meaning of the Blind"
SIX MODERN GREEK POETS, Oasis Books
Translated by John Stathatos
Retreat
Jesus Saves
emblazoned in red
burns
from billboards
crowded
against the car door
I stare out
at pallid fields
as though
my nose were pressed
to the window
but I
act my age and
Keep my distance
there were spring onions in
the park
my sister screams
to my mother
we could have
brought some
for you
windshield
wipers toil
rhythmically like
synchronized laborers
to the radio's music
the daffodils will
die
my sister
falls smiling
into my lap
what do you want
for Easter
she is asking
spring
I say
my nails
are blue
the window
clouds
with our warm breath
we write our autographs
and look at what passes
beyond the spaces
our names have cleared
"Caleb and I were driving through
a parking lot on the New Jersey
side of the river in his 51'
Chevy. We were on the way to do
laundry."
Geoff Yeomans
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An Illusion Of Dancing Figures
by Lawrence Weber
1. jade horses galloping from the tombs
my bed,
like an open field
remains empty.
last night
i dreamed of you
over me with branches
and leaves.
the sun
was too hot.
there was no wind.
but your flesh
rattled anyway.
2. red lacquered offering dishes
and if you died today
before the crickets
leggily sing their song
and the sun's dying drama
of colour ends in darkness,
would you still be
sequestered in love,
broken starred, belly mooned.
our child would be painted
with death, cracking old lacquer.
a sculptor's mistake.
3. boy leading the horse of a man in costume
i had a dream of you
sticking your tongue
down the throats of
self-inflicted poets.
it may have been a kiss.
a gentle kiss, your nipples
spraying black ink on whitest
paper.
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;'..e like a crack of light,
nSTlua...-o-
. breaking backwards,
;godsofluck
KS"»id °n a c
the colour of scar
~,t into lines.
-..>
i t  li .
ers creeping up
to almost past
panting age, rose stem rain,
, Of white squares.
3f white squares, a sense
are a dancer with a drum.
^cer with a drum.
ding feather taste scraping sides of mouths.
Ik. water turning in frightened hands
ie diaries most murdering pages.
s to be murdered.
^en feet, skin cut and flapping, i think again
jiatif You died today
ou still would not understand.
reasons, reasons made into time like months.
from winded flames.
| you crawl away, cinders in your
scraped glass sight, misuse
of power, controlling, controlling.
then, and only then,
the clouds shade the day.
mother says, my
lovers must adore me,
th«y must run like bugs in the
sathroom when a light is switched on
« three a.m., when i tell them to.
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they must build me up
as i suck their energy,
a desperate vampire.
pride must be blanketed.
emotion moistened, and then like
lettuce, i will shake them dry, slice them up,
and let my quarter mooned stomach twist and
choke them till they exist no more.
silence after love.
4. the haunt of the sage
you wear make-up
on your eyes, do you
have homosexual tendencies?
picasso at nineteen painted
a picture of a child holding a dove.
shorthaired child, boyish smile
wears a dress made in southern
france. he concentrates on touch.
he dreams as her mother
calls him she runs, a
brushstroke, a moonlight
dripping down thin hollow
of cheeks, your hair, your leaves,
your branches, your rivers, your
claws, your sharp teeth, your
tigers and bamboo, under green almond
leaves, circling to sleep belching
in late afternoon.
there is more you know.
that is, there is more
that is attempting to be conveyed.
a little more anyway.
but there are no nights left
to attempt magic,
or to seduce art into
clasping its legs around my hips.
(the author laughs, sits back and lights a cigarette)
Uile crescent of that tiger.
, in t r
*$1 and simple.! died.
, died today
,s would no longer
L pretty make believe
' „oretend to be blue.
I
v,
sassume the end of touch.
he defeat of creations.
,nge at midnight memories
J tears, like wind rattling
jSesflf dying plants.
|ha¥e been dwarfed,
LCk,
,ndled and bought,
J the marriages of wax clowns and string.
0jn the words.
nossy stick stirring a murky pond,
•airy with paper scale wings
nd half-bodied men protruding from her dance.
let us dance to your death,
dancing, never stopping.
•riting the life you splintered and stored
inter soaked logs.
turning on old shoes
«id air of clear stone.
don't offer me what you don't understand,
our eternity is mad, an alchemist playing god.
placing love like tiny trinkets in desk drawers, or
hiding it in several places around your thoughts
ike a traditionally insane woman hiding money about
her house, knitting endlessly, talking promises and
Miming sons, a plastic virgin sits on a kleenex on
ipolyester couch.
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the lights out. she wishes she had bought some meat.
crayfish and gawking geese
stretching, crystal bubbled,
twinkling mirror on ripple, crumpled
rocks rest, white bridges green, green trees.
your hurting me.
hands like weird sea animals
crawling down into you.
a flute,
a flute,
hiroshige's horizons
straight bluewhite,
your's, flame crooked,
crackling hot skin splitting touch of coals.
his verse is pretty,
he lives happily.
false happiness,
reciprocated madness,
small squares
on
larger ones.
thousand birds over one mountain.
e fallen feel ing
,• '
,«>pforcing;
fed to open make those pretty poems
Sed in the mountain
^dadmanonatable.
»*5 white houses; holes
no emptiness
but northern skies
blue half melt beginning
when with you i am aniir;
all objects support.
these are the webs of being.
all day lonely, climbing.
coming down with sunset's edge
to a cobweb of water, you slipping through
my hands, a secret odor of sex,
the crinkled iris pettle,
this love real beyond any fucking
flower or stone.
but now,
your death dance is ending,
and you too are inanimate,
you are a table a street, a bed.
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|iver with pleasure
thought of bemg
goal.
,of love, passion
t. but
-co ment is like the tiny
ouses. why not lie
411 on our backs
Wking straight
*ad at the far
f darkness
gj our eyes
gt used to it
rd like the mountain,
jccomplish nothing.
6. cabinet for the incense ceremony
iTbronze temple incense burner of the third century.
tout the size of a volkswagon.
smoking pinkish air.
umunangled, infantuated, partriarchal.
iim your death debated in verse.
lamachilds' impatience, a lovers' envy.
inn the owner and the owned.
i»m bicuits, honey and marmalade.
i am a bowl of fresh picked fruit.
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i am coffee and instability.
i am colour, i am fish, i am death, i am you.
i am you leading bands and tiny kagura dancers with
tea cup cracks and lesser vehicles of nature.
the arms are still afire.
and you have one more chance to hit
the right vein, bulging and begging
like a dying whale on the beach, the parking lot
is black and stage like, the coloured curtain rises with
a twitching bamboo cane, three leaf-like dividers, a whirl
of silk and carved faces, the angels seem to burn in desolat'
while the golden script and drunken dreams
settle too nicely in the fat belly of the fire
who smiles like a roman emporer and demands more.
his green eyes
were jade razors,
your fingers; my mother's wet hair,
clutching the moise earth of your grave.
7. a dancer with a drum
thats what you will always be to me,
a dancer with a drum.
we will always be dreamers.
images held in childhood
return like sudden bursts of salt.
looking for myself
in another's self.
the stare is blank and cold.
foura.m. morning sun
hiccuping the night,
watercolour mesh.
tears drip like rays of light
to a naked chest.
frost white dreams
frozen waves of mold,
the casket thrusts violently forward
like a phallus.
8. riding the tortoise
i am
i am
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kness of two thousand years.
ig
lg his legs-
Of an androgynous figure
j you died today
e 'Jith unmoving horses
t a poet far away,
st that can be heard chanting
^dymg'P6-
Her if he will stop as
lmy black dreams sink
, huge pair of breasts into the sea.
'purification of the undeveloped breast
M lay cold and still.
t bullet through
It back of his neck.
M blood stuck to sweat beads
tting death on a stoneware pillow inlaid
th some rare white stones under an indigo
,nd at the same time
, California a yonger boy begins creating
to personification, and a lady in an indian print skirt
the tao tech ing,
the eldest of actors
irds the stage
the influence of assumption.
the audience is standing
aid pleading for more of what they don't understand.
11. progressions
the moon.
the sun.
the stars.
the mountains.
paired dragons.
Decoloured pheasant.
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water weed.
bronze libation cups.
flame.
wheat seeds.
crooked lines of distinction.
axe head of justice.
progressions.
the crickets have stopped singing.
progressions.
they died between your feet and a coin.
progressions.
an illusion of dancing figures.
progressions.
an illusion of dancing figures.
12. self
you are a bodidharma in a silk embroidery,
that has long and short, stem and satin stitches.
you are a new york yankee baseball player
in a diamond of grass, feet and dust.
it has all become a woven picture.
and
if you died today,
would you come back tomorrow
and love in the patterns of the past
please,
i have to know, because as i look
through this frame of trees
your dead tears have begun to move again, and
paradoxical truth
like the moon, comes down in nails
of light splintering the rotting sunset, and
a butterfly blooms near shells
netted in seaweed while
another wave leans toward
emptiness.
CLOUD
by Lenore Mayhew
»ith
a small cl°ud
in the sun
in some disorder
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-earth's undying momemt'
by Richard Soaper
The Start
icefall
,. The Big Push
JJ The Summit
Tie
essay describes the author's adventures in climbing
Hemisphere's highest mountains.
'Climbing 'earth's undying monument*
An Essay by Richard H. Soaper, Jr.
ill never forget my first vision of the Andes high on a barren,
I pass in remote Peru. The traveling of 3500 miles in search of
« great mountains was lost in the stark reality of the moment. I
j imagined something colossal, but colassal on a human scale. I
as flabbergasted by what rose above me. Their lofty spires scraped
he heavens as earth's undying momuments.
They were impossible to climb, yet that was precisely the reason I
had come here and in less than one week I knew I would be out there
climbing towards the summit of one of those giants.
There in the regions of eternal snow, rising even higher than the
other giants, was our objective Mount Nevado Huascaran (22,605).
Its summit is a scant 400 feet below the tallest mountain in the
Western Hemisphere, mere inches by Andean standards, and is nearly
half a mile higher than Mt. McKinley, North America's highest moun-
tain.
To get any idea at all of the dimensions and vastness of the peaks
which populate the Andes imagine our own Rocky Mountains; the
highest will have a scattered mixture of ice and snow on their sum-
mits. Now go a mile vertically up and you will have just gotten to the
lower part of the snowline in the Andes. From that point the climb
really begins.
If you think nothing like that can possibly exist you are right, for
once a cliche has come true; the Andres are simply "out of this
world."
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I was one of 28 climbers brought together for th'
under the sponsorship of the Iowa Mountaineers. A*
happens when a group of strangers come together to n S
tain task, we formed an instant good time community H
panionship. This cohesion aspect of a mountaineering t
important to eventual success than even to a football tean
the Super Bowl. Each member without a moment's th
surrender his individuality to the team.
We were a complete mixture of climbers: Yosemite tech
climbers, professional ski patrolmen, Himalayan climbers
climbers and mountaineering guides. Occupations ranged
highest to the lowest: a college student, a United States di I
neurosurgeon, a nuclear physicist, and on down. The ave
seemed to be in the mid-thirties. If there was a common i
ning among us you might say it was the maxim that it is bett
on top of a hill than at the bottom.
For three weeks we practiced and shared new ice climbin
niques and built up stamina by scaling 18,000-20,000 foot D
the Ishinka Valley near Huaraz, Peru. In the end 17 of us di
that we had acclimated well enough, had the strength and wer
tified to attempt Huascaran.
Despite my training in Alaska by some of America's best climb
I still lacked the years of experience claimed by the older men. A
was hesitant about how well I would perform above 18,000ft,
known to mountaineers as the "endurance barrier."
Huascaran, pronounced in Spanish, sounds mostly like someth
the natives tell you to avoid eating in the rain forest. However, it
mountain not to be taken lightly. For instance, just two days
we were to establish base camp on the peak, a German dim;
killed at 17,500 feet. We were also warned by an evacuating Mexic
expedition that avalanches were rocking the upper slopes dur
of the worst winters (Southern Hemisphere) in this area's last
years. Though a beautiful mountain, unfortunately over thi
Huascaran has become a windy grave for dozens of trespassers.
The Trek to Huascaran
Burros and porters carried the majority of our 2,000 poundsc
J and equipment during the approach march. This is the usw
procedure where climbers carry light packs of 30 pounds to sa
eir strength for the actual climb. The trails which we had tosha-f
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and goats were long, hot and dusty. However, over
* th« sheephey have become marvels of efficiency using every
'cfntur'eS lLjr No step is wasted. When the trail descends as
°there is a reason for it. Every possible short cut had
'tried centuries ago, probably by the Incas. In places the
as much as four feet down the surrounding surface.
jng to break the monotony of continuously putting
• only of t|ie Other was the beauty and newness of the
H jts people. Terraced hill slopes, stone fences, mud
^es and community brick ovens were all new to me.
ir notion of such a trek is that it is a bunch of happy-
talkative climbers laughing and joking as they approach a
his is a hideous distortion. In fact, people are spread out
or two along the trail. Each person consoles his own
pains, nurses his own blisters and sets his own pace. You
H to'do much idle talking and reserve it only for breaks
, too tireu
last day of our march to Huascaran I was in an unusually
mood so when our head porter passed me with his 80 Ib.
,n a rather steep section of the trail I jokingly called out, "Hey,
cio aren't you passing me a bit late today?" A veteran head
r on many expiditions into his home mountains, Mauricio
jws exactly how to get along with Americans and replied, "Oh,
r it isn't the of my load that is bother me, it is that darn sack of
ur shifting around in that oven that is throwing me off stride."
Our porters were to continually impress us throughout the expedi-
m with the strength and endurance from their small frames not to
mention their sense of humor.
Towards evening I caught up with Mauricio who was resting by a
stream of cool glacier melt water. We were only about two hours
irom the spot which we had selected many months ago after
long hours of pouring over topo maps to establish our base camp.
Now for the first time at this stream I had a close-up view of
Huascaran. It was a garbled mass of rock and snow and on this
pgantic foundation rising above two different cloud layers sat two
huge peaks. Our objective was the South Peak, 700 feet higher than
the North Peak. Here at the stream I asked Mauricio to point out the
route he would take to the summit. His answer gave me some insight
into what the Indian peasant mind thinks about mountain climbing.
* looked down at the stream and answered, "follow the river till it
urns to ice, follow the ice till it turns to rock, follow the rock till it
* to sky, then you will be there." That was the simplest route
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description I have ever heard yet it showed more rev
the peak than any climber's guidebook ever could.
Basecamp was established on July 18 on rock platfo
the snowline. The weather was perfect on the lo^
mountain which was all that concerned us at this stage F^art °'
we ferried loads up a glacier and established Camp || a t ,
Layers of civilization began to peel away. Our umh'l
the "outside" was slashed: no newspapers, no letters a
cooked meals. Gone were clean clothes and hot baths wn c
entirely dependent on our own resources. If we did sorneth''
or had an accident, there would be no rescue party there
up. We would have to contend with every situation ours I
what we carried. Your smallest action took on a heighten
cance.
Camp III was to be established at 19,500 feet in the sad
tween the North and South peaks, called the Garganta. How
between Camps II and III lay one of the most dangerous parts
whole climb — a 3,000 foot icefall blocked our —
The Icefall
Icefalls are notorious graves for climbers. The only person kill
on the 1963 American Everest Expedition was killed by c<
ice blocks the size of several box cars in an icefall.
To imagine such an obstacle think of a huge flood of wait
spuming down rapids, thundering over cliffs, bounding from ledge i
ledge. Now snap your fingers and freeze the whole torrent. That's i
icefall, but better terminology would be to call it a frozen hurrican;
It didn't help to remember that just a week before one climber hi
been killed in this icefall.
Early on the morning of the 21st we left Camp II to scale the clip
in the cold morning hours before the sun could warm the icear
start it breaking off. It was a long day and no matter how high»;
climbed, whenever I looked up there were only more ice cliffs stanc
ing in arching walls like stone. If there was one thing I learned thj:
day on the mountain it was man's proper perspective in this world
At any moment this ice could shear off and pulverize all that move:
below and we would have disappeared without a trace. On tti
mountain even a walk became an act of faith.
In places where the icefall flattened out and the exposure waste
severe you still had to be careful because the glacier was as fullo
holes as Swiss cheese. Subterranean rumbles often filtered up froir
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which made you quicken your pace. You have to
the g|acie , you expect to fall into these crevasses and the
a glacier-
%ur °nly passes are to mountains that water holes are to
„ might sahY Cba|| in the water once in a while and that's part of
u are actually up here hungry and dead tired from
thin air, the dangers barely impress you. You have to
£nSin d look back on it before you realize that it was
the mountain it takes energy to be afraid, or for that
emotion at all and often there just wasn't that
r. to haveprgv around. Climbers have long tried to keep this
not spoil their "romantic" image, but the fact is now
brave mountaineer is most often merely a tired one.
mv mother now bellowing up through a megaphone,
own you old fool, and act responsible!" It is hard for
to understand what makes mountaineers try to do such
things I like the challenge. Our life style has become
>d and too regulated as anybody associated with this
it race will attest. The Coast Guard controlled the race
make it completely "safe" that all the adventure and fun
- much to
^appeared.
has even gone to the extent that the federal government has
lawed as "too dangerous" firecrackers to celebrate our nation's
h anniversary. No longer can people in our society experience
fear as our ancestors did.
Oh sure today we fear such things as high taxes, increasing crime
d poisoned rivers which are all more dangerous than the worst part
if any mountain, but that kind of modern fear causes drinking,
heartburn, smoking and ulcers. Primitive fear encountered on a
mountain causes a humming of the bloodstream, a whitening of the
teeth and an explosion of the emotions when you utter the words,
"well here goes" and take that step.
Mountain climbing is an attempt to fulfill this primitive aspect of
our human nature that has gone unsatisfied in today's society. Like
children running through a sprinkler not wanting to get wet but not
really minding if they did, we had come to this mountain to do a
little flirting with fear and it felt good to give in to the deep human
urge to try the improbable.
Camp III at 19,600 feet
We reached the Garganta at five o'clock after twelve hours of
high-adrenaline climbing and established Camp III at 19,500 feet.
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There were 13 of us left now because four people ah
assault in the icefall and returned to Camp II. Thev
trouble climbing and were experiencing breathing
high altitude.
I was so relieved to get to Camp III that I threw Q
which had been wrestling me all day like a living opp0ne
lay there in the snow struggling for breath. I noticed eve
was doing likewise so I stayed there for 15 minutes; think'
nothing at all except that it is a wonderful thing to do to
the snow and think of nothing at all.
Above 18,000 feet the human body deteriorates rapjHi
oxygen-poor atmosphere. If a man were suddenly transpor
sea level to 20,000 feet he would be dead in a few minutes
of the thin air. However, if you gradually climb to that level
live; well not live, merely endure. Your alertness, reflex
strength all are gradually sapped away. Even after acclimating
can live only a certain number of days above 20,000 feet a
day a little part of him dies.
It was a fearful struggle setting up our tents at Camp III. The
was whipping over the ridge at 40 miles per hour and the rrw
was hiding in the thermometers. Only by flinging ourselves o
flapping monsters and piling masses of snow on the tent flaps d
keep them from blowing away. Finally we got them set up, era
inside and got into our goosedown bags.
Soon a stove was purring away and we fixed a freeze-dried dinr*-
Tonight it was dehydrated beef stroganoff — a sort of "build
own dinner" in 340 easy to assemble pieces. As usual it would -
made a vulture lose his appitite, and with the freezing tempera;,
outside by the time we got it out of the pot it was almost as cold;
an airline's dinner. NASA supplied us with the freeze-dried bee
stroganoff and it was the same type to be used in the Apollo-Soy*
link-up space mission. Well so much for detente.
That night the tent flapped continuously in the steady wind. Fra
formed on the inside walls of the tent and each flap brought dowr
shower of ice crystals on us so that it was literally snowing insider
tent. I kept telling myself that I was having fun. There is an ol:
Peruvian Indian saying which we should have remembered, "when
trees cannot live, men shouldn't try."
Next morning I stared up at the sky which could not have be
more than three feet away. The wind had picked up and it was no*
snowing. The clouds' scudding fringes whipped like rags of smokt
around the ridge. Today was going to be a R-and-R day (rest a
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. wnether we liked it or not — and believe me we all liked
p«rationts we read, wrote and played hearts all day.
fternoon I was forced to exit from the tent for a mom-
p*afds * tne ec|ge of the ridge and peered down a mile high
' swelling emptiness. Our basecamp, established nearly a
was straight down there somewhere on that glacier. The
down there were probably basking in the sun now but I
v';''rr'kf ve changed places with them for the world. Mauricio
rne peering down at the valley and he could tell that I
o figure how far down it was. "I show you how far," he
jUtry'0^ j |et loose a rock. "See it go and go. It not hit now.
morning we come back and listen. Then it go bang,"
Txaggerates a little bit.
de up the final rope teams that night. There would be
"f us now because two more climbers dropped out. I went to
°. hoping that my body would hold together for one more
' I one more day was all I needed from it then the whole
"ould be over.
The Big Push
M 4 a.m. a voice was heard above the machine gun racket from
whaling tent. The moment had come, it was now time for the big
^ we had 14 hours to climb the final 3,000 feet to the summit
iri return before night would fall again. It would be heavy duty the
*hole way — a struggle but it was all there. But a peek out of my
•nt confirmed my worst fears; the weather was clear and still — clear
my waist and still coming down.
Out of the wind, if one could find such a place, it was a frigid 10
degrees below zero. However, the snow depth wouldn't prove too
much of a problem because as soon as we climbed into the Garganta
the fierce winds up there would have either packed the snow or
blown it away. I had two cups of sugar-laden tea for breakfast
-hardly fitting for the job ahead but I did not feel like eating much.
Two climbers during the night started coughing up blood so they
were going to descend today before they got seriously sick. Now
there were nine left
For 30 minutes we struggled putting on our frozen double boots
and overboots with our mittens off in the numbing cold. If there is a
frozen hell on earth it would be right here. In the whirling snow one
climber threw his crampons (climbing spikes for your boots) down
5(1 the snow and walked back to his warm tent without a word
spoken. It was over for him and he was glad. Eight left.
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Once we climbed into the 20,000 foot high Garganta
us head on. But it was more than just a wind. It was a
moving at us at gale force. It was a wind that could al *
man's weight. You couldn't have heard a gun go off by
the deafening roar. I felt that I was on the crumbling
disintegrating world. We came upon a 1,000 foot vval
degree snow which had to be climbed. Two people ga
returned to high camp.
the
-
thought that perhaps things were getting a bit out of c
climbing got hard every beat of my heart was l ike
sucked in cold drafts of emptiness. What air there was to br'
sucked out of my lungs by the wind so that I was exper'l
shortness of breath approximating that of a tomb. A thousa"
icicles seemed to stab my lungs. Coin collecting .. . yes, coin
ing is worth a try.
But no, it was the old onward and upward game, a total re'
of turning back, a total detachment from everything else '
world. Only the mountain was there. Tennyson once said som
rather famous about explorers, "To strive, to seek, to find and
yield." And not to yield . . . Hell, I bet Tennyson never dim
mountain.
Clouds slipped by on an icy sky but as we climbed out of the
the wind died and the sun began to k i l l off the cold night
two hours we cut and kicked our way up A 700 foot pitch of
degree ice. When I looked up all I could see 50 vertical feet above"
were the soles of Tim's boots. I thought that if he peeled off t h e ;
now I would come home with sole imprints on my face.
At 21,000 feet, only 1,500 feet below the hidden summit ,*
came to a huge crevasse blocking the entire route. It would have::
be jumped if we wanted to make it to the top. The narrowest p.
was 10 feet wide with the upper lip about a foot higher t h a n :
lower. We set up the appropriate belays to hold a man safely if
happened to miss the jump and fall into the 100 foot pit.
The running start was uph i l l in knee deep snow which addt
unneeded spice to the crossing. Tim jumped first and made it, on
he destroyed part of the lip as he landed and made the crevas
wider. It was my turn next and with ice axe above my head I leapt:
keeping my eyes fixed on the far slope. I did not want to lookd
bacause if I saw how far down the crevasse dropped I probafc
would have tried to stop in mid-air and return to the other side. T
last climber on our rope cleared the obstacle in good fashion and*t
were beginning to believe that Huascaran just might be ours -
such was not to be the team's fate.
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on the second rope leaped and hit the far side
backwards and fell fifty feet before our ropes
, su»- Hid the anger of a tiny, exhausted human was no
J Curse as ne » ^ indjfference of the mountain. It was two and
to *SainSt thf6 re we were able to get him out. The remaining two
f h°urS b ,oe each tried to j u m p the crevasse and they too fell
remain there for another two hours pu l l ing them out.
from their ordeal the three climbers wanted nothing
ith the mountain.
ted out with seventeen men on this expedition and
21 000 feet, there were but three of us left. It didn't
in applied genius to understand that the obvious intent
tain was to rid itself of all insolvent trespassers. I began
iSdTwhat was the final ace card she held for us.
The Summit
We had wasted four and a half hours at the crevasse and if we were
to have a chance at all to reach the summit we would have to
' ble or even triple our pace; something very diff icult to do when
have to take three breaths for every step forward.
It dragged ourselves upward and my mind wandered as much as
/ body seemed to sway on my feet. I repeated the climber's prayer,
lord, if you will pick them up, I ' l l put my feet down." Slowly we
nade progress up the immense mountain. We looked like three pe-
riods on a blank white page as we crawled up the mountain under an
ultramarine sky. After two hours we cleared the last obstacle and
Huascaran was ou rs.
She had given up. The rise to the flattened summit was as gentle as
a sloping meadow over terrain lacking drama. The snow had drifted
on the summit plateau and we had to "post-hole" it to the summit
with the snow coming up above the knee. The summit was as large
as two football fields which is kind of like discovering that Cleopatra
has cavities.
A cold wind blew wreaths of mist between us as we grunted mono-
syllables at each other. We had worked hard for a month to reach
this spot and yet here we were too numb to communicate — numb
shells of our former exhuberant selves. There was no backslapping,
r handshakes, a reluctance to photograph and only a strong feeling
towards descending.
have seen people look happier in the emergency room at the
lospital. We remained on the summit for five minutes resting. I
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looked up into the sky and the panorama was innocent of
contrail to mark the existence of man. Way off to the
were clouds drifting in from Lima, but they were clouc
world. You forget that there are such things as cities up
People have asked me how it feels to conquer su 1
we
Conquest is an odd word to use. After half a year of n|a"
weeks of training by 17 men, three of us numb and sw
down clothing stood for a brief moment gasping like stran
the rare atmosphere with our heads some six feet higher
hoary peak. I wondered if men were ever supposed to breath
and whether the snow was prepared for man to tred on.
We left the mountain as if nothing more than anothe
shadow had passed across its ancient face. You see, men
conquer a mountain, they are merely permitted to walk on i
can you say that we were victors on the mountain which force
us adaptations bordering on the limits of human endurance? I
we returned 20 pounds lighter with faces l ike beef jerky and |j '
wrinkled tinfoil. No, we weren't conquerors, only thankful surv
I have had some people tell me that my feet must be stronger
my head or that all that must be in my head is a cold. I believe u
to be polite ways of asking the question why do I c l i m b mounta
Why leave a centrally air heated home to travel thousands of mile<
huddle in a cold, cramped tent on the cliffs of a difficult mountain
some artic wasteland? This is a question that cannot be complex
explained until we can explain man himself.
I l ike doing what few other people have done. If you wanttos^
Mexico or visit Yellowstone you pay to go there with money but
can everyone who wants to spend the money. The only way youa-
pay to get to the top of Huascaran is by half k i l l i n g yourself. That
why so few people have ever don it: the price is just too high. Ttu:
makes me feel rich.
To look for challenges is to affirm man's existence. We knowwha:
we are, but not what we may be. The essence of mountain cl imbin;
is to push oneself to one's limits. Intellectally, of course, this •
understood to be totally dangerous. But you do not deliberately tr,
something you know you cannot do. What you do is deliberately tr.
something which you are not sure you can do. You kind of stack tin
cards against yourself to expand your limits . . . and it does. Tolx
more than what one thinks he could be is a sensation uterly newt
most people.
Now after the c l imb I hate mountains. I hate icefalls. I hatesno»
and rocks. I wil l get sick if you show me an ice axe. But it will no:
stay that way for long. Already a little nostalgia is creeping backintc
my body. For example, the pilot of our jet f lying us back to Mian"
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roudly that we were cruising at 20,000 feet over
peed rat" V ^^ tQ Fred and sajd rather |oudly. "Hell, —
rean- 5 ,1 ' that " It had been a long time since we smiled.
£ hig^ than t l
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A Program for the American Land
byu,
Thousands of "programs" for land use have beer has'no owner but the whole group?
vavs be written - so I want to dispell any idea tha* Efficient in terms of production, aalw y  itt
ing anything revolutionary. I want to approach this
statement of a personal philosophy for the future-
through me.
the land, and learn to make a possitive
to save more than we destroy.
ilia rriu31- •"—-
,tion- W
°f thC "nse "A nation, or a planet, is ultimately a codi-
ng5 in 3 ment What is so inefficient about a living ar-Lne arran ™ _ jMr h|it thft who|fi grouD? Such a sjtua.
"" efficient i  t r  OT ruumuu , nd it may be
"it must relate to a larger surrounding structured
Americans lived communally for hundreds of
Except perhaps, that is revolutionary, or at least, urio
that my personal feelings about the land should be pr
terms of a comprehensive "program for the American I
" "
pr
e mercan
s a program" rather that just a stati
opinion is that somehow I'd like to influence others, especj-
who can perform valuable services to the land, to form, e
act upon their feelings about the land and its futurt
convinced that many people care enough to ask questions
ecology nowadays, now that it is no longer a fad.
What is my relationship to the land? What are the relationshi
the job and career choices in my future to the future of the e-
Will my taxes and votes help or hurt the land in the future? Anc^
long will we continue to have the choice to co-operate fully WJM.
land?
I want to define the term "land". Think of "land" astheeq
gical symphony around us: all the natural and unnatural effects
•fUrt 1* J.n.l-1 *\. .A—t J - _ - * . ! — _ - -I .1
native
^against nation or neighbor against neighbor- or
natl° ct Of the land more valuable than another (such as
& °ne 3S|H^ife to strip-mine for fuel) is truly inefficient and
'armful misuse of the land.
- 'Seven Arrows', Native Americans describe their
^selves as "the people of the shields". Two types of
rt'Cal . . ,u:«M<- ->r*A r.oo^o chiol/Hc
with no problems of inefficiency. Any system
<*
food growing, rain-soaking, headache-causing, cancer-producingtt
that touches us. It is appropriate and useful to define land this*,
because the whole world works through relationships. No one pan:
the land can function independently. The earth itself is wortfe
unless it can support growing things; the plants cannot grow with
the air and sunlight, and people cannot function in a vacuum,
from interaction with others. All relationships in the land are
and necessary — the land is a vast web of interacting forces,
much imbalance or pollution from any direction can hai
relationship of the land to its living creatures. And the trou
one species sooner or later felt by many other species - "that's
way of the world."
My "program" is simply this: that citizens (and again,
citizen in the broadest possible sense, citizens not just of the
carried _ War shields and peace shields. War shields were
Tnd the more often left unused, the better. Peace shields,
>n's counterpart, a belt, bore the symbols that made up a
Ill's name and medicine.
Hid a person determine his name? A name was given at birth,
was only a clan name to be discarded when the young man
i approached adulthood and made the vision quest. Vision
ound in solitude and in meditation — in the observation of the
, touching of all the senses. When a young man first made his
i quest, first he spent three days alone on the land. Then he
it another day and night alone — but three men from the com-
jnity would go out with him and help him to pray. The older men
.ere present spiritually, not physically - making the young man's
,ision quest at once a social and a personal search. When it was done,
the young man would have a name, and it would be painted on his
peace shield.
These are 'romantic' concepts — what is their point? People in
the modern world answer to their one superficial clan name, given at
birth, and they constantly search for identity. Such a way of life
would be alien to Native Americans because it does not make use of
what spiritual comfort and direction the land has to offer to all of its
citizens. A person who does not make a vision quest does not enter
into full citizenship in the ecosystem, and does not understand how
tolivecomunally.
What does this have to do with the revitalization of the ravaged
toid? Human beings, say the Native Americans, are the only
creatures who do not have an instinctive knowledge of how to be a
cratic society but also citizens of the eco-system) must exawi good citizen of the land. People are imperfect seekers. But they must
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search to become more genuinely involved with the land
fulfillment in the coopration with the land and people
makes the vision quest in the din, smoggy grayness
overkill of today's world, one will notice what all this ha>
the lands's rejuvenation..
My statistics are a few years old and rather imprecise h
accurate in spirit and I believe that it's fair to assume that
not gotten much better in the ten years since most of thes
were reported. Most of these figures came from the LI Q
atlas.
Looking at the continental United States for trends in i
(and I limit my consideration to just the continental U S i
any land reforms that come about in the forseeable fut
probably have to work through established political units)
The eastern and southern states are quite well forested I
entire eastern region, from the Appalacians to the ocean, urt
otherwise developed land covers about twenty per cent of tf
land area. Cropland accounts for another thirty per cent. Thn
the average, half of the lands of the east and south (Louisiana
Mississippi particularly among the southern states are well ft
have a good portion of tree-covered areas. This is also true o
Pacific coast from the middle of California on around through Id
In the midwest, the so-called breadbasket states have about f •
percent urban and developed land. The states of the midwest
west are intensely developed toward farming and grazing. At le
eighty per cent of the northern plains are covered with cropl,
grazing land.
The economics of farming is moving toward larger farms and fe\»f
privately owned farms. While a bit more than three quarte;
farm workers are still whole or part owners of farms, full or p;
owners are much more prevalent on the small farms of the e.
on the huge high-yield farms of the midwest and west. Ai
average sizes of farms are rapidly increasing, and of all types
farms, only cash-grain farms show net increase in capital. All c
trends increase pressure on the small farmer and make it increasinj
impractical to operate a small farm at a profit. Also, most agricultu
programs in vocational schools are geared toward large-scale, mech
ized, fertilizer-pesticide farming. Huge farms require the use of spec
high-yield seeds that demand the use of pesticides and precise can
hybrid seeds which actually weaken the genetics of the plants
order to achieve a higher yield.
You would think that the breadbasket states would ship out IT
of the food used by less productive parts of the nation, but thisi
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the corn belt states ship more food to the rest of the
0 While ^ commodity, they also receive a huge amount
^^ c o m ,
£,ntry tha" athe rest of the nation - fully two thirds as much as
Jfood fr°m p00d products are processed in remote places and
"everywhere to every where.
industry and utilities are the largest shares of goods
'the industrial east; nearly twice as much as food. Oil
are by far the two greatest energy sources, and
j natura ^ .^ .^  as the use of fossil fuels continues to increase
6 | reserves,' however are basically untapped. Many states
flpid'V- ^ ortn Dakota, Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, and the
states have gigantic unmined coal deposits. But they are
'or less inaccesible spots, and strip mining is often the only
' to get to them.
' rcj to population density, Americans are much luckier
e in many third and fourth world countries. Still, popula-
lance is one of the greatest factors that affects the rape of
nd In the eastern megalopolis, for example, there are fifty-four
utive counties which hold more than 250 people per square
ind by the mid-sixties, arteries of traffic in eastern urbania and in
hern California were averaging seventy-five thousand cars per
That is nearly one vehicle per second, twenty-four hours a day.
fhereare we all going?
The gist of all these figures is not that we are going straight to hell.
America can feed the Americans — and were Americans not quite so
ivenous and wasteful, America could probably feed a sizable portion
of the rest of the world, too. There is no real danger that we will
look out one day and see no trees, no forests, no wildlife. And by
took or by crook, given the amazing technological resources avail-
ile, we'll probably be able to keep up with a moderate growth of
this neon-lit society. Air quality, though poor over the biggest cities,
6 fine over the rest of the country, and emission controls are
gradually getting stricter. So, reforms in the use of the land will have
to be thought of in terms of desirability rather than survival neces-
Many things however, are deemed necessary to social survival.
We're given the choice between the prescribed flow of dreams that
nclude a college education, financial security, a nice home and yard,
two cars, air conditioning, and a pool table in the basement; and
bming to cooperate with such a seemingly nebulous and minor
>ncept as "the land". Parents always want to give their children
etter" lives than they had, and for lack of any other measure, the
e for improvement tends to center around material, money-valued
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to
things. Book learning inadequately fills the role of th
and we are a population of spiritually nameless Am
unquestioningly toward traditional dreams.
For Native Americans there was no distinction bet
and pratical education. No rational justification wa,
hunt for food, or to take a piece of land and place loc
was good for the medicine of the buffalo or the medicii
that they were able to give to the People when they need6
Hawk, a peace chief and a character in 'Seven Arrow '
of the four directions. To be whole and genuine, he I
north to receive wisdom, power of the buffalo — to ti
receive the power of introspective of the bear — to th '
receive the power of innocence, of the mouse — and to th
the far-seeing power of the eagle, of illumination. Every per<
least one of these powers within the self. But to become v
person must seek all of them. It is only through a balance
directions that one can stand in the center of the medicine
harmony.
We might say that someone who perceived the existential
ty of life in society and concluded that selfishness was the
way is a person who possesses the shrewd power of the bu
not the rest. Or we could say that a person who spent all tn
dancing and singing, reveling in the beauty of nature without
to sleep or food or any other person possesses only the fl
power of the mouse, and not the others.
The answers to our circling ecological worries aren't difficult-
have them. But to get at them we need to study the ideas of
Native Americans, and other cultures, to revitalize out own a»
nesses of our place in the land. This is a constant process. Hawk,
Peace Chief, tells the old stories, teachings in the forms of tales a:
people and animals. He says: "I have been telling these stories
twenty years and I am still learning from them."
We need contact with the land — not superficial, beach-
national park skyline drive contact, but a new kind of touc
experience that will show to individuals that the land is tnorer
just a platform to pour asphalt over.
We should make it at least as easy for a person not to contr
to the sprawling belching economic scene as it has thus far bee-
slll-ide right into it. We should vote to spend more money on (
hazardous and less useless programs, (personally, I begrudge e*
dollar spent on nuclear weapons, and much of what is spent 01
wasteful military establishment)
16
e the option of subsistence farming - not as
eOC° ^ns but simply as a viable option. Courses in
all °u| 'u|j be more available. Various types of natural
-urvival. Lies should be both encouraged and subsidized.
nm^al '' o become acceptable would be the product of a
Vs true, because of the economic disruption
'would crumble if everybody went out to
live off the land, on communes - not yet, anyway,
ommunes of the future souldn't be stone-age en-
they'd have swimming pools and media centers
Prob
ion to try alternate life-styles should be actively
I high schools and colleges, so that those who might
ctpd could try. We should never deny anyone the
experience the land.
lid many times: Native Americans lived with the land,
newcomers lived on it. We always should have been
Th the land, but now it is becoming essential that we get
The first step in getting acquainted is always to reach
•he'd preconceptions, look and feel. The land is resilient, and
and asks no more.
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wins essay is taken from a thesis written by John Kralik,
'he Quest For God: The Plot of Kerouac's Dulouz Legend.
elusive statement concerning Kerouac, his writing, and its
eptance. I feel the piece brings out the importance of
5 prose and will create in the reader a responsibility to dive
'aCjnto the spontaneous energy of one of the most amazing
SX of the twentieth century.
ind though life may be sick, with coughing dogs, sailing bees,
ting birds, sawing trees, crying woods, dying men, trying ticks,
' books, flying ants. Hello sage, you are shy and humble -
othe world you seem confusing.
fcn look to you and listen,
fou behave like a little child.
The Editor
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Kerouac and His Critics
(For Amy)
byJ°Ht.
To my knowledge, this is the first essay to contend that
was a religious writer. Since I am presenting a viewpojr
exactly contrary to that of most critics, I would like toexi
most critics reacted violently to Kerouac's writing and
some of their errors.
Leo Steinberg, an art critic, noticed that throughout h
whenever a new, important and unfamiliar style was put f,
reaction on the part of artists and art critics and the public ii
was one of "shock, discomfort, bewilderment, anger, or bore
This would certainly describe the original reaction towards Ker
writing, and it is not surprising that critics reacted in this way
World War II, American letters entered a period of relative si
tion. The Beats, for all their excesses, provided a fresh, n e w t v *
writing that was more direct, more honest, and concerned
things as they were in 1950 instead of 1890. Seymour Krim (
these old critics who could not stand this new type of writing.
critical policemen of post-Eliot U.S. letters."2
The first error which critics made was to attack Kerouac's s
writing without knowing much about it. John Ciardi ,
"Whether or not Jack Kerouac has traces of talent, he remains a
school athlete who went from Lowell, Massachusetts to Skid
losing his eraser en route."3 In later life, Kerouac did refuse to
his writing significantly, insisting on the holiness of his inspi
Yet, although he preached "sketching," a spontaneous fL«
thought that liberalized the sentence and paragraph structure,
way he used the technique was to sketch into his rough draft.
provided both the original and the revision with freshness and
inality. Moreover, Kerouac's public image was a bit of a shov.
finished the first draft of On the Road in three weeks, but
people know that he spent seven years revising and rework!
Ciardi also forgets that many writers have done their best w
quickly. Hemingway, well-known as a slow worker, wrote hi
draft of The Sun Also Rises in five weeks. When he attemf
revise the story into the third person he realized that his first!
had been correct, and told the story in the first person. N
writes like Kerouac did anymore, but then nobody writes like
Joyce either. The style of each of his books is different, and ski
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biect. On the Road is written with a fast, racy
d l° Th^Subterraneans is convoluted, searching and con-
while rrnost thoughts of the narrator.4
(jingthe" f0r that critics make is to lump Kerouac with the
S0\l beatniks. Herbert Gold, in his article
tf*ers> theM°s°tique,'' falls into this trap, implying that Kerouac
hipsters! Kerouac was not a hipster, he did not found
he jjdn't Want anything to do with them. Kerouac's
ften sentimental, overcome with feeling, overcome with
d yet always longing for more. Kerouac's dislike of the
3be found in his public statements and in The Subter-
Nf*ters can
Pndhoretz attacks Kerouac's writing for its criminal men-
man rou
relatively mild ethos of Kerouac's books can spill over
Llitv for there is a suppressed cry in those books: Killinto brutality, - „„„„!«, ,,,u^(tellectual who can talk coherently, kill the people who
^characters who are capable of getting seriously involved
it still for five minutes at a time, kill those incomprehen-
tfh a woman, a job, a cause
e could be more preposterous. Kerouac couldn't stand the
f a dead mouse much less the sight of a dead intellectual,
•eover, for all his intelligence and rational powers, Podhoretz
self resorts to irrational methods in his analysis. For he never
fs us where this suppressed cry is or how it works. In fact, he
ly discusses the first five pages of Kerouac's book.
Which brings me to the most common error of all, one which all of
these critics fall into. They don't read his books. Podhoretz, as I say,
stopped at page five. Gold doesn't seem to have read them at all, and
Oardi discusses Kerouac's life, which he doesn't know anything
jbout, rather than his writing.
Aside from their errors, the reason critics reacted so bitterly to
Kerouac's work was for precisely the reason Podhoretz stated. To
him to be beat was to be "against intelligence itself." Kerouac was
attacking something very dear to a critical writer, the art of rational
thought as a method for deducing all knowledge. Kerouac's writing
was revolutionary in that he recognized the malaise of modern
ociety. Rational thought, technology and science had provided
Beater comforts than ever, but they had also provided greater
terrors. Rational thought could not answer Jack's desperate provok-
ing question: "Why?"
know that it's ridiculous to pray to my father that hunk of
in a grave yet I pray to him anyway, what else shall I do?
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Sneer? Shuffle papers on a desk and burp with r
that we shall all be reborn with the Only One 6
Kerouac's writing represents the beginning of what
"Irrational Revolution" of the sixties. He pointed
lessness of rational thought in the face of his most
mare, death. The irrational pathway that Kerouac
was religion. It was a pathway that eventually afforded
but by that time his quest had taken him down a n
else could travel.
The Irrational Revolution that followed Kerouac j
irrational pathways: Living on the Edge with Electri
inversion of moral standards that made heroes of Hell'
inspired Charles Manson to found a religion on murde
dental Meditation, an increasingly intense interest in the"
Buddhist traditions and even the Jesus Freaks are all
irrational revolution.
Now in the seventies we are resting and learning to |j\ The failure of both rational and irrational th
explain everything has become obvious. It is time now t<
Kerouac's writing in a mature critical manner.
It is time we stopped calling Kerouac a beatnik, a hi
criminal and a Bohemian. It is time we recognize him for v
was all along: a religious writer, the founder of the Irrational R(tion.
NOTES:
1 Leo Steinberg, "Contemporary Art and the Plight of its Public
The New Art ed. Gregory Battock, (New York: E. P Out
1973), p. 209.
2 Seymour Krim, "Introduction to Desolation Angels. "
3 John Ciardi, "Epitath for the Dead Beats" in A Casebook ont
Beat, ed. Parkinson, p. 262.
4 Walter Tallman, "Kerouac's Sound" in A Casebook on the81
ed. Parkinson
Norman Podhoretz,, "The No-Nothing Bohemians" in The b
ed. Krim, p. 124.
Kerouac Desolation Angels, p. 338.
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A Dream Within A Dream
Take this kiss upon the brow!
And, in parting from you now,
Thus much let me avow -
You are not wrong, who deem
That my days have been a dream;
Yet if hope has flown away
In a night, or in a day,
In a vision, or in none,
Is it therefore the less gone?
All that we see or seem
Is but a dream within a dream.
I stand amid the roar
Of a surf-tormented shore,
And I hold within my hand
Grains of the golden sand —
How few! yet how they creep
Through my fingers to the deep,
While I weep — while I weep!
O God! can I not grasp
Them with a tighter clasp?
O God! can I not save
One from the pitiless wave?
Is all that we see or seem
But a dream within a dream?
Edgar Allan Poe (1850)
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